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Capturing centuries of rhythmic wisdom just in time for Saturday night, this must-have compendium

of classic dance moves and exciting new gyrations is cause for footloose celebration. Here are the

illustrated, step-by-step moves for 100 hot-blooded hipshakers sure to please veteran

groove-machines as well as those with two left feet. With easy-to-follow guides for the Robot,

Running Man, Cabbage Patch, Smurf, Hustle, Funky Chicken, Moonwalk, and dozens of other

bustable maneuvers, plus inspiration, suitable music, and special advice for each dance, this fun

and stylish guide is the key to walking like an Egyptian or breaking it down like Napoleon Dynamite.
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"The guide, published by Chronicle Books, has hilarious step-by-step illustrations, the inspirations

behind the moves, suggested music and skill level ratings. Most pages also list helpful tips to get the

most out of your moves." Oregon Daily Emerald

Matt Pagett is a Brighton, England-based writer and illustrator. He won a Disco Dance award for a

routine based on Kool and the Gang's "Celebration" in the early '80s.

What a great book! Its illustrations are colorful and clear, and the text is hilarious. Each dance

description gives a brief history of the dance and of the people who made it famous. Then, there are

simple step-by-step explanations of each dance, with very clear descriptions. ("[M]ove [your arms]

from side to side, like you're drying your back with a towel.") There are suggestions for varying each



dance or raising its level of complexity. ("Lean-ins and lean-outs will add a little sparkle...as will

shoulder shimmies.") This book will remind you of all the old dances you once knew and will

definitely make your next dance party a lot more fun. It's also fun to work your way through the book

with your friends in your own living room.

This book is fun for anyone who loves to dance and has a sense of humor. It brings back things that

you had forgotten, or that you were never sure of, like the Kid 'N Play. Great to flip through with a

friend or a group of friends at a party. The most funny part though, is the voice who give lots of

helpful tips and trivia around these dance moves. I bought one for myself and now 3 as gifts. Great

gift to someone who needs a pick-me-up and loves to dance, like a mom.

I'm a dance instructor and this book helps a lot for adding a few "twists" to my routines. The moves

are classic, illustrations are colorful and fun (even displaying different wardrobes specific to the

dance moves), and best of all, you're never short of ideas! Each move is broken down in pieces and

the book also gives you recommended music and even precautions. Works great for dance parties

too! You know those moves that it seems everybody knows but you? Not anymore! Highly

recommended!

I sent out numerous copies of this book as Christmas presents a couple of years ago. Friends still

comment on how awesome it is. The "moves" are nostalgic and hilarious. The illustrations are

perfect. I dare you not to break into an impromptu dance party after reading.

I got this for my roommate because she's always dancing and asking me to teach her some moves.

The book is really nice, with pictures showing how to perform the moves. Made for a great

Christmas gift!

I didn't use the book much

This book is perfect for easy to follow dance steps & arm & hand movements. Full color illustrations,

cute & fun. I love it already!

My husband bought this book to learn a few more dance skillsIt is a waste of money as most of what

is in the book is junkOf all of the things that I have ever bought on .comthis is the only thing that I



have ever returned - even though returning it will probably cost me more than the original cost of the

bookI am only wasting time on this review to save future review readers the waste of purchasing this

item
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